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MINISTER’S FOREWORD 

As Western Australians we are privileged to live, work and play in 
a unique environment, with magnificent scenery and many animals 
and plants that are found only in this State.

Littering and illegal dumping of waste can have serious 
environmental, social and economic effects, including reduced 
visual amenity, harm to our wildlife and even bushfires.  Litter 

can undermine the spirit of a community, destroying the sense of pride and personal 
ownership that people take in their local area. Litter attracts litter and a littered site can 
quickly become an area for other forms of petty crime such as graffiti and vandalism.

The cost of cleaning up litter and illegally dumped waste is borne by the community, with 
governments and communities spending many millions of dollars each year. 

Western Australians take great pride in their natural environment and support the many 
existing programs that help to reduce litter and illegal waste dumping and provide a 
clean environment for all. 

In January 2013, the Liberal National Government increased penalties for littering 
and also introduced a new offence of littering causing public risk. This followed the 
introduction of substantial penalties for illegal dumping in 2011.

The 2015-2020 Litter Prevention Strategy will build on the successes and experiences 
from the two previous Strategies and sets out a framework for effective action through 
strong leadership from Government and meaningful collaboration between all key 
stakeholders. 

It is now up to each and every one of us to contribute to the successful implementation 
of this Strategy. I look forward to your support and ongoing involvement.

Hon Albert Jacob MLA
MINISTER FOR ENVIRONMENT
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CHAIRMAN’S FOREWORD 

I would like to present 
the Keep Australia 
Beautiful Council’s 
(KABC) latest strategy 
which provides for 
a comprehensive 
approach to reducing 

littering and illegal dumping in Western 
Australia over the next five years.  The Litter 
Prevention Strategy 2015-2020 – A Shared 
Responsibility, underlines the fact that every 
Western Australian has a role to play in 
keeping WA litter-free. 

Over the last five years, KABC has 
implemented and maintained programs which 
have engaged the community and greatly 
increased our volunteer base, including 
thousands of litter reporters and participants in 
programs such as Adopt-a-Spot, Tidy Towns, 
Clean Schools, Clean Clubs and Clean Marine.

These programs, combined with the efforts of 
local governments, businesses, not-for-profits 
and the wonderful support received from many 
thousands of volunteers, helped Western 
Australia achieve a reduction of 27% in the 
number of items littered and a reduction of 21% 
in the volume of litter in the past five years.

Unfortunately, despite this success Western 
Australia still has one of the highest levels of 
littering in Australia. This situation, in my view, 
is totally unacceptable and inexcusable. 

The social and environmental costs of littering 
and illegal dumping are also significant and 
include:

• loss in the visual appeal and public 
amenity of public places including 
streets, parks and waterways

• harming of aquatic life directly and 
indirectly through its impact on water 
quality

• blockages of storm water drainage 
systems and consequent flooding

• people harmed, particularly by broken 
glass, needles and syringes

• bushfires caused by lit cigarettes being 
thrown from vehicles 

• clean-up costs estimated to be 
between $20 to $30 million every year

• providing shelter and attraction for 
vermin

• loss of resources when recyclable 
material ends up as litter.

 
This strategy sets out a framework for further 
reducing littering and illegal dumping in 
Western Australia for the next five years.

Keep Australia Beautiful Council would like 
to thank the State Government through 
the Waste Authority and the Department of 
Environment Regulation for their support in 
the implementation of this Strategy.  However, 
success will ultimately depend on all Western 
Australians who have a shared responsibility 
to collaborate and work closely together to 
achieve the very worthy goal of a litter-free 
Western Australia.

I very much look forward to the support and 
involvement of all key stakeholders in the 
implementation of this Strategy. 

Mel Hay, APM
CHAIRMAN, KEEP AUSTRALIA 
BEAUTIFUL COUNCIL (WA)
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Keep Australia Beautiful Council (KABC) is a statutory authority which administers 
Western Australia’s Litter Act 1979. Responsibilities include litter education, 
enforcement, collaboration with key stakeholders and supporting the development of 
policy and legislation. In Western Australia, Keep Australia Beautiful is the agency tasked 
with overseeing the program to reduce litter and increase litter recycling. 

Keep Australia Beautiful Council 

VISION: to strive for a litter-free Western Australia.

MISSION: to help reduce litter and littering, and increase litter recycling in Western 
Australia through the development and implementation of effective policy, education and 
enforcement initiatives. 

AIMS: to achieve a holistic and proactive approach to litter prevention and management 
in Western Australia by seeking to prevent littering by all Western Australians.

Positive litter prevention behaviour starts with the knowledge and attitude that littering is 
not the right thing to do and includes:

• Not depositing waste anywhere other than in the proper place 

• Separating reusable and recyclable materials and putting them in the right bin 

• Using the collection infrastructure provided 

• Producing less waste

• Following the same waste behaviour in public places as at home

• Knowing that penalties can be imposed.

KEEP AUSTRALIA  
BEAUTIFUL COUNCIL
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LITTER INFORMATION

Introduction

Litter and illegal dumping have adverse environmental, social and economic impacts, 
which affect all sectors of the community. Whilst it is difficult to calculate the true social, 
economic and environmental cost of littering, State Government agencies and local 
governments spend many millions of dollars each year cleaning up litter and illegally 
dumped waste materials. 

Western Australia has improved its litter statistics over the past five years but still has 
one of the worst records for illegal dumping around Australia. A strategic approach must 
be taken to tackling littering in order to achieve the litter reduction targets established 
in this Litter Prevention Strategy. While traditional approaches to litter management, 
like clean-up projects, have positive benefits in targeted areas, ongoing litter reduction 
requires a multi strategy approach.

The social and environmental costs of littering and illegal dumping include:
• loss of resources when recyclable material ends up as litter

• loss in the visual appeal and public amenity of public places including streets, 
parks and waterways

• harm to aquatic life directly and indirectly through its impact on water quality

• loss of property values in highly littered areas

• blockages of storm water drainage systems and consequent flooding

• personal harm, particularly from broken glass, needles and syringes

• bushfires caused by lit cigarettes being thrown from vehicles 

• litter clean-up costs estimated to be between $20 to $30 million every year

• providing shelter and attraction for vermin.

Litter is a highly visible form of pollution. It can be almost any waste material that is 
disposed of incorrectly. Litter includes cigarette butts, drink containers, food wrappers, 
bill posters, junk mail, poorly secured loads carried by vehicles and waste materials 
illegally dumped.  Much of the litter stream is comprised of beverage containers and 
other highly recyclable materials.
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Litter statistics

How litter is measured:
• Litter counts are done twice a year in May and November through the National 

Litter Index (NLI) across 983 sites nationally.

• The NLI is 50 per cent funded by all State and Territory Governments and 50 per 
cent by the National Packaging Covenant Industry Association (NPCIA).

• The Branded Litter Study identifies which brands occur in the litter stream and in 
what number.

• The locations include beaches, car parks, highways, industrial sites, recreational 
parks, residential areas, retail and shopping centres and are in urban and near 
urban locations. The main materials identified include glass, cigarette butts, 
illegally dumped metal, paper/paperboard, plastic and miscellaneous items.

• The Western Australian Local Government Census and the Litter Reporting 
Scheme also provide data on litter and illegal dumping.

While the NLI shows that littering in Western Australia has reduced over the past five 
years, it still indicates that littering, particularly illegal dumping, is at higher levels than 
most other states and territories across Australia.  These litter levels result in a loss of 
visual amenity, environmental degradation and a tarnishing of the State’s ‘green and 
clean’ image in the eyes of overseas and interstate tourists.

There has also been a significant increase in illegal dumping in conservation, catchment 
and recreational reserves in recent years.  The material illegally dumped confirms that 
businesses and community members are endeavouring to avoid landfill costs. 

Other litter data comes from:
• the Local Government Census which shows that the proportion of illegal dumping 

occurs more frequently in regional and rural areas and the fringes of the urban 
areas and

• the KABC Litter Reporter Scheme which identifies the number of registered litter 
reporters and the enforcement responses.
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Types of litter

By item in Western Australia, cigarette butts are the most commonly littered item, 
followed by plastics, paper / paperboard, metal and glass.

ITEMS PER 1000 SQUARE METRES BY MAIN MATERIAL TYPE –  
ANNUAL AVERAGES – WA

CIGARETTE BUTTS         GLASS    METAL       PAPER/PAPERBOARD            PLASTIC
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By volume, plastics, paper / paperboard, metal and glass make up the large proportion 
of the littered item.

Litter of particular concern includes cigarette butts, the high level of beverage and fast 
food litter and the large volumes of illegal dumping.

Costs of clean up

A review undertaken of littering in 2001 indicated that State and local governments 
incurred clean up costs of approximately $16 million per annum. Alone, Main Roads WA 
spends $8 million dollars a year on roadside litter clean ups. The clean up costs have 
increased significantly during the past 12 years, placing a significant impost on tax and 
rate-payers.

VOLUME PER 1000 SQUARE METRES BY MAIN MATERIAL TYPE –  
ANNUAL AVERAGES – WA

CIGARETTE BUTTS         GLASS    METAL       PAPER/PAPERBOARD            PLASTIC
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Who litters and why?

Studies1 have found that people are more likely to litter when they are in a large group – 
the larger the group, the more likely people are to litter. Littering behaviour studies have 
also found that there is ‘no clear relationship between the gender of those using public 
places and disposal behaviour’.

People litter for a variety of reasons, including: laziness; habit; insufficient rubbish bins or 
ashtrays; lack of care for the cleanliness of public places; a belief that litter is someone 
else’s responsibility or a perception that if an area is already littered, it’s okay to litter 
there too. Further research is required to provide more recent data on littering behaviour.

Most littered sites

The major sites which need addressing with regards to litter include highways and 
industrial areas.2

ITEMS AND VOLUME PER 1000 SQUARE METRES BY SITE TYPE –  
WA – 2013/2014

1 Beverage Industry Environment Council 2004, Littering Behaviour Studies V11, National Benchmark 2004
2 National Litter Index, Annual Report 2013-14, Keep Australia Beautiful National Association, 2014
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THE LITTER PREVENTION  
STRATEGY 2015-20

Objectives

This Litter Prevention Strategy sets out a framework for reducing litter and illegal 
dumping in Western Australia for the next five years. Its title – “A Shared Responsibility” 
describes the approach to be taken during the next five years. It is everyone’s 
responsibility, whether a business, industry, local government or the community to 
address the aspects of littering over which they have some control.

Strategic target

As a behavioural change program, the target change is a 25% reduction in littering from 
the levels occurring in 2012/13. 

Target audiences

• Community

• Local Government and Regional Government

• State Government

• Federal Government

• Keep Australia Beautiful (National)

• Producers

• Waste Industry
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Key strategic approaches to behavior change 

Key to changing behaviours are the following strategies:
• Research and data

• Education, Awareness and Training

• Litter prevention tools

• Incentives 

• Enforcement

• Collaboration / partnerships 

• Policy and Legislation

No individual key area above can achieve change in littering behaviour, but together they 
can build community capacity in positive litter and waste behaviours. This strategy uses 
the approach below as the guiding philosophy of litter reduction.

To change behaviour, there is a requirement to build community participation, not just 
communicate a message. Effective behaviour change requires approaches and strategies 
that not only seek to influence personal behaviour, but broader communities of influence 
and social norms.
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Developing litter prevention programs requires a range of strategies 
and approaches to influence  littering behaviours. 13



The anti-littering message fits alongside other waste-related messages, and a 
coordinated and complementary approach is required. Ideally a whole-of-government 
approach to litter prevention and waste diversion should be adopted.

Over the next five years, the Litter Prevention Strategy will progressively introduce 
the litter recycling and public place messaging, consistent with the State’s 

Waste Strategy messages. 

Challenges in implementing the Strategy exist across the full 
spectrum of activity to address litter.  Areas that need to 

receive more attention include better research and 
data, improved planning, increased performance, 
enhanced communication, and ongoing education 

and promotion.

E
FFECTIVE BEHAVIOUR CHANGE 

REQUIRES APPROACHES AND 

STRATEGIES THAT NOT ONLY SEEK 

TO INFLUENCE PERSONAL BEHAVIOUR, 

BUT BROADER COMMUNITIES OF 

INFLUENCE AND SOCIAL NORMS.

“ “
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OBJECTIVES, STRATEGIES 
AND ACTIONS FOR 
LITTER PREVENTION 
2015-2020
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PRIORITY 1:  
RESEARCH AND DATA

•	 Good	data	will	enable	progress	to	be	measured	and	reported.

•	 The	target	of	25%	reduction	in	littering	needs	to	be	able	to	
be	effectively	measured.

•	 The	collection	and	analysis	of	objective	information	on	
the types and amounts of litter found in various types of 
environments can be used to support the development and 
implementation	of	responses	to	this	problem.		
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STRATEGIES ACTIONS TARGET 
AUDIENCE

PERFORMANCE 
INDICATORS

Objective: To understand the type and extent of littering and illegal dumping in WA.

1.1
Continue participation in 
the National Litter Index 
and Branded Litter Study.

1.2
Investigate the potential 
for collaboration with 
Local Government and 
other sectors to collect 
and report on litter and 
illegal dumping data.

• Provide financial 
support for the National 
Litter Index (NLI) and 
Branded Litter Study 
(BLS).

• Provide regular 
feedback to 
Government and 
communities on the 
status of littering in WA.

• Develop a litter data 
template for Local 
Government.

• Monitor litter prevention 
and management 
activities (particularly 
in regional, rural and 
remote areas).

• Implement a biennial 
Community Survey for 
Western Australia.

• State 
Government

• Local 
Government

• Community

• Industry

NLI done annually.

Publication of NLI for 
WA made available 
annually.

Litter data template 
available by 2015.

Survey results made 
available biennially.

Objective: To develop litter prevention activities based on a range of data.

1.3
Use data collection 
results to determine 
priorities and programs.

1.4
Evaluate programs  
and initiatives to assess 
their success and 
requirements for  
ongoing development.

• Ensure consistent 
auditing and evaluation 
methodology for 
program specific litter 
and illegal dumping 
prevention initiatives.

• Collect data from all 
Local Governments on 
illegal dumping through 
the Waste Authority 
census.

• Identify and define litter, 
and illegal dumping 
prevention, and 
management roles and 
responsibilities.

• State 
Government

• Local 
Government

• Community

• Industry

Process for 
evaluation 
developed.

Waste Authority 
census data 
assessed and 
recommendations 
made.
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PRIORITY 2:  
EDUCATION, AWARENESS AND TRAINING

•	 Behaviour	change	among	community	members	
starts with better knowledge about the issues, the 
desired	behaviours,	the	benefits	of	the	desired	
behaviours	and	the	penalties	for	non-adherence.

•	 Education,	information	and	training	are	proactive	
measures required to prevent the creation of litter and 
to	achieve	long-term	positive	behavioural	change.	

•	 Clear	and	consistent	disposal	messaging	is	
crucial.	Messages	among	stakeholders	need	to	
be complementary and supportive of the desired 
behaviours.

•	 Increased	training	and	knowledge	of	those	involved	
with	enforcement	will	help	deter	littering	behaviour.

•	 Collaboration	and	consistency	will	drive	the	
education	effort	to	ensure	litter	is	not	seen	in	
isolation	from	the	overall	waste	diversion	message.	

“ THE STUDENTS WHO HAVE BEEN ACTIVELY PROMOTING THE CLEAN SCHOOLS 
MESSAGE ARE NOW PASSIONATE ABOUT REDUCING LITTER NOT JUST IN THE 
SCHOOL BUT IN THE WORLD! “  TEACHER, CLEAN SCHOOLS PROGRAM.
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STRATEGIES ACTIONS TARGET 
AUDIENCE

PERFORMANCE 
INDICATORS

Objective: To increase public knowledge and their willingness to participate in 
maintaining a litter-free environment

2.1
Provide education 
and training programs 
to increase the 
understanding of and 
participation in littering 
and illegal dumping 
prevention actions.

2.2
Assist local governments 
to develop local litter 
prevention and litter 
recycling strategies.

• Promote anti-litter 
messages to the 
community via media 
and social media.

• Develop best practice 
litter prevention 
education toolkits on 
priority issues such 
as roadside littering, 
cigarette butt littering, 
illegal dumping and 
littering at retail and 
fast food centres.

• Maintain the Clean 
Schools program.

• Develop and implement 
training programs to 
monitor litter and illegal 
dumping.

• Local 
Government

• Community

• Industry 

• Business

Progressive decrease 
in levels of littering 
and illegal dumping.

Monitoring 
of programs 
effectiveness.

Increased numbers 
of local government 
officers undergoing 
training.

Community 
participation levels in 
a clean up event.

Objective: Increase understanding in the community of the need for materials to be 
recycled in the same way as they do at home. 

2.3
Ensure litter recycling 
becomes a stronger 
focus.

• Continue with effective 
participation programs 
to gain visibility for 
recycling.

• Community

• Local 
Government

• Business

Increased level 
of awareness of 
recycling.

Objective:  To train enforcement officers to support litter reduction initiatives and 
monitor litter and illegal dumping.

2.4
Ensure effective training 
programs for local 
government enforcement 
officers.

• Deliver training 
programs for local 
government and 
enforcement officers.

• Local 
Government

Increased level 
of expertise in 
enforcement of  
Local Government 
officers.
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PRIORITY 3:  
LITTER PREVENTION TOOLS

•	 Better	collection	waste	disposal	facilities	
(best	practice)	works	alongside	effective	
communication and education to support 
the	desired	behaviour.	That	is,	to	encourage	
all members of the community to dispose of 
waste appropriately – to eliminate litter and 
illegal dumping – to achieve better waste 
diversion through litter recycling and public 
place	recycling.

•	 Litter	prevention	‘tools’	include	public	place	
and event recycling schemes and adequate 
bins	where	people	work	and	recreate.		Tools	
may also include incentives and signage 
that promote anti-littering and the penalties 
that	apply.

•	 Provision	of	infrastructure	for	both	litter	and	
recycling needs to be considered by those 
managing	areas	where	waste	is	generated.
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STRATEGIES ACTIONS TARGET 
AUDIENCE

PERFORMANCE 
INDICATORS

Objective: to facilitate appropriate infrastructure and services to reduce littering and 
increase recycling across WA

3.1
Educate and promote 
appropriate litter 
prevention tools and their 
use at various sites types.

3.2
Minimise the incidence of 
illegal dumping including 
hazardous materials.

• Provide assistance 
and resources to 
local government 
and non-government 
organisations to build 
capacity in their public 
place litter /waste and 
recycling tools.

• Work with local 
governments on 
effective illegal dumping 
prevention activities/
tools such as CCTV. 

• Assist with investigative 
services and advice 
on illegal dumping and 
enforcement of the 
Litter Act.

• Local 
Government

• Community

• Industry 

• Business 

Level of participation 
in use of tools for 
litter reduction.

Decreased level 
of illegal dumping 
reported.
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PRIORITY 4:  
ENFORCEMENT

•	 Consistent	and	effective	enforcement	of	existing	legislation,	codes	and	by-laws	
helps change behaviour and reinforce the commitment to a community with less 
littering	and	illegal	dumping.	

•	 Community	members	need	to	be	aware	that	penalties	can	apply	for	littering	and	
illegal	dumping	behaviour.	The	enforcement	action	is	legislated	and	is	implemented	
through	collaborative	effort	between:

o	 Keep	Australia	Beautiful	Western	Australia	enforcement	officers

o	 Department	of	Environment	Regulation	enforcement	officers

o Police

o	 Government	officers	and	community	members	who	participate	in	the	Litter	
Reporter	Scheme.

•	 Strong	enforcement	action	reinforces	the	consequences	of	undesired	behavior.
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STRATEGIES ACTIONS TARGET 
AUDIENCE

PERFORMANCE 
INDICATORS

Objective: To ensure effective and efficient enforcement of the current litter legislation

4.1
Continue to develop and 
utilise the investigative 
and prosecution capacity 
for littering and illegal 
dumping.

4.2
Enhance the 
enforcement training for 
authorised officers.

4.3
Increase community 
understanding of the 
provisions of litter and 
associated legislation – 
the existence of penalties 
for littering and illegal 
dumping.

• KABWA investigators 
continue to investigate 
reports and assist 
with investigations in 
jurisdictions.

• Develop and implement 
training programs and 
resource materials 
to build capacity in 
enforcement.

• Investigate 
opportunities for 
authorisation of relevant 
officers currently not 
included in the Litter 
Regulations.

• Devise and run 
professional 
development  to 
support authorised 
officers to ensure active 
enforcement of the 
Litter Act and illegal 
dumping provisions 
of the Environmental 
Protection Act.

• Develop community 
education and 
awareness promotion 
on the fines and 
penalties for littering 
and the Litter Report 
Scheme.

• Expand the Litter 
Reporter Scheme.

• Local 
Government 

• State 
Government

• Producers of 
litter items

• Waste Industry

• Community

Increased number 
of fines and 
prosecutions.

Increased numbers 
of enforcement 
officers trained.

Greater awareness 
of litter and 
illegal dumping 
enforcement.

Expansion of the 
Litter Reporter 
Scheme.
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PRIORITY 5:  
INCENTIVES

•	 Community	incentives	for	participation	and	
reward for positive behaviour reinforce the 
desired behaviours, and provide visibility within 
the	community.	The	programs	that	attract	good	
levels of community participation are: Tidy Towns, 
Adopt-A-Spot, Litter Reporter Scheme, Clean 
Clubs,	Clean	Marine	and	Clean	Schools.

•	 The	physical	clean	up	or	control	of	litter	must	
be ensured as current research suggests that 
an environment that is kept clean is less likely to 
attract	litter.		

•	 There	is	a	need	to	highlight	the	importance	of	
using incentives to encourage people to maintain 
litter-free	environments.

•	 Provision	of	incentives	highlights	the	benefits	of	
the	desired	behaviours.

“I FEEL A SENSE OF 
SATISFACTION IN KNOWING 
THAT I AM DOING MY PART 
FOR THE ENVIRONMENT. 
THE WORLD NEEDS MORE 
POSITIVES TO MAKE UP FOR 
ALL OF THE NEGATIVES. THE 
WORK THAT KEEP AUSTRALIA 
BEAUTIFUL DOES IS SO 
IMPORTANT, AND I AM HAPPY 
TO BE A PART OF THAT.”  
ASTEN NUNN, VOLUNTEER. PROGRAM.
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STRATEGIES ACTIONS TARGET 
AUDIENCE

PERFORMANCE 
INDICATORS

Objective: To encourage, reward and provide appropriate resources to people to change 
their behaviour with regard to litter and illegal dumping.

5.1
Develop programs and 
resources to address 
problem areas of  littering 
and illegal dumping. 

5.2
Increase community 
participation in litter 
collection and prevention 
of litter.

5.3
Ensure a recognition 
program specifically 
for those involved in 
roadside litter prevention 
activities.

• Review categories in 
and maintain support 
for all programs 
including (but not 
limited to):

o Tidy Towns 
Sustainable 
Communities

o Litter Reporter 
Scheme

o Bin Your Butt

o Clean Schools

o Clean Marine

o Outback Packs

o Clean Clubs.

• Promote and expand 
Adopt-a-Spot.

• Assist with litter 
prevention projects 
with funding and/or 
resources.

• Establish or enhance 
a program that targets 
roadsides which 
encourages people 
to participate in 
prevention or clean up.

• Community

• Local 
Government 

• State 
Government

• Producers of 
litter items

• Waste Industry

• Other industry 
including 
sponsors

Number of 
individuals and 
communities 
involved in KABC 
programs.

Number of litter 
collections and 
amount of litter.

Review of and 
response to KABC  
programs.
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PRIORITY 6:  
COLLABORATION AND PARTNERSHIPS

Litter prevention is the responsibility shared by many stakeholders including State and 
local	governments,	industry	and	businesses,	not-for-profits	and	community	groups,	
families	and	individuals.	Increased	collaboration	is	needed	to	build	consistent	and	
effective	approaches.

“WE ARE REALLY ENJOYING BEING PART OF THE CLEAN MARINE INITIATIVE AND 
OUR STAFF ACTIVELY PICK UP RUBBISH OUTSIDE OF OUR NORMAL ORGANISED 
CLEAN UPS AS A RESULT OF BEING MORE AWARE ….WE THINK OUR CUSTOMERS 
AND VISITORS TO THE HARBOUR CAN ONLY BENEFIT FROM HAVNG A CLEAN 
ENVIRONMENT AROUND THEM, BEING A POPULAR TOURIST DESTINATION FOR WA.”  
NATASHA, MILLS CHARTERS.
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STRATEGIES ACTIONS TARGET 
AUDIENCE

PERFORMANCE 
INDICATORS

Objective: Encourage and work with stakeholders to identify their responsibilities and 
manage their role in litter and waste management in a coordinated and consistent manner.

6.1
Identify opportunities to 
work with organisations 
and individuals in the 
delivery of litter related 
activities.

6.2
Ensure support for 
local governments 
in developing litter 
prevention strategies.

6.3
Investigate the potential 
for partnerships with 
relevant public and 
private organisations, 
including industry and 
volunteer groups to 
develop and implement 
litter prevention programs 
for Western Australia.

6.4
Identify and address 
areas of high priority in 
litter generation.

• Work with stakeholders 
to provide support and 
materials for use to 
reduce litter and waste.

• Develop local 
government materials 
and training for litter 
strategy development.

• Identify and consult 
with key stakeholder 
groups on whether  
the potential exists for 
collaboration.

• Work closely with the 
Waste Authority to 
ensure alignment of the 
Clean Schools program 
with the Waste Wise 
Schools program.

• Develop a whole of 
government approach 
on litter for Western 
Australia in consultation 
with stakeholders 
(Local Government, 
Main Roads WA etc).

• Community

• Local 
Government 

• State 
Government

• Australian 
Government

• Keep Australia 
Beautiful 
(National)

• Producers of 
litter items

• Waste Industry

Support materials 
made available.

Local Government 
strategies developed 
and promoted.

Establish 
Memorandum of 
Understanding 
(MOUs) with key 
stakeholder groups.
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PRIORITY 7:  
LEGISLATION AND POLICY

It	is	essential	that	the	Keep	Australia	Beautiful	Council	
and relevant litter stakeholders remain aware of and 
respond to current litter and waste policies and legislative 
initiatives as they emerge, in order to encourage 
producers, suppliers and consumers to take responsibility 
for	litter	prevention	and	management.
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STRATEGIES ACTIONS TARGET 
AUDIENCE

PERFORMANCE 
INDICATORS

Objective: Encourage and work with stakeholders to identify their responsibilities and 
manage their role in litter and waste management in a coordinated and consistent manner.

7.1
Ensure robust litter 
legislation in WA.

7.2
Develop and 
communicate position 
statements on high 
priority litter issues 
identified in the National 
Litter Index and other 
national and local 
programs. 

7.3
Contribute to and 
encourage the 
development of local 
government and 
business waste plans to 
include litter prevention. 

• Regularly review the 
Litter Act and related 
legislation and seek 
amendments if required.

• Make clear policy 
statement regarding 
emerging trends and 
issues related to litter in 
WA.

• Work closely with the 
Waste Authority to 
ensure alignment of 
local government waste 
plans and census with 
regard to litter.

• Community

• Local 
Government 

• State 
Government

• Australian 
Government

• Keep Australia 
Beautiful 
(National)

• Producers of 
litter items

• Waste Industry

Policy statements 
communicated.

Level of collaboration 
with Waste 
Authority and local 
governments.
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To work effectively, this Litter Prevention Strategy requires the following:
• A high level of coordination between all parties involved in any work targeting litter 

behaviour.

• Activity to be based on good information and statistics about littering behaviour, 
including being responsive to areas where the statistics are getting worse. 

• The outcomes of activities to be continually monitored so that resources can be 
focused where significant results are being achieved or likely to be achieved.

• A high level of collaboration with all involved or potentially involved in enforcement 
activities, using different strategies for those already implemented to build greater 
participation. 

• Greater effort expended on enforcement activities.

• A continuing high level of priority placed on roadside litter, working closely with 
Main Roads WA, as the National Litter Index clearly identifies roadsides as one of 
the most littered sites throughout Western Australia.

Achieving community-wide coordination for litter prevention and management is a 
significant challenge. A large number of organisations and individuals have a role to 
play and a wide range of resources are required.  Fostering community ownership of 
initiatives and identifying the resources needed to implement these is essential. Facilitating 
links which enable organisations, individuals and the community to contribute to the 
implementation of this strategy is also a priority.

This strategy emphasises a planned, coordinated approach to litter prevention and 
reduction across the State of Western Australia based on a number of important needs. 
These include:

• the need to avoid duplication

• making best use of resources

• establishing priorities

• avoiding conflicting messages

• the need to coordinate a diverse range of approaches

• the need for long-term planning.

IMPLEMENTATION 
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Many of the actions specified in the strategy involve processes that will take a number of 
years to implement. 

A regular evaluation and reporting cycle will be undertaken for all program priorities 
recommended in this strategy using the stated Performance Indicators (PIs) in the previous 
tables. Feedback from the community and other stakeholders will be sought to provide 
input into this process.

The overall progress of this strategy will be monitored in relation to the seven Key 
Performance Indicators below:

MONITORING AND EVALUATION

SECTION OUTCOME KEY PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR

Research and 
data

Consistent approach to auditing 
to ensure KABC litter prevention 
initiatives are contributing to a 
reduction in litter in WA.

Litter auditing and evaluation 
occurs biannually, responses 
are made and effectiveness 
evaluated.

Legislation and 
Policy

Robust litter legislation and 
penalties.

Appropriate penalties for 
littering offences are in 
place to ensure effective 
deterrence.

Education, 
Awareness and 
Training

Clear and consistent anti-litter 
messages and information 
throughout WA.

Level of behaviour change.
Number of participants 
involved in KABC initiatives.

Enforcement Modify littering behaviour by 
targeting people who commit 
littering offences.

Number of paid litter 
infringements through the 
Litter Report Scheme.
Number of prosecutions 
undertaken by the KABC 
investigators.

Litter Prevention 
Tools

More infrastructure used in litter 
management and participation in 
local clean ups.

Increased infrastructure in 
public areas.
Number of local clean ups 
and participants in WA.

Incentives Increased participation in KABC 
community pride programs.

Level of participation in 
KABC community pride 
programs.

Collaboration 
and Partnerships

Increased involvement, partnerships 
and coordination between 
stakeholders in litter prevention and 
management activities.

Number of stakeholder 
initiatives and programs.
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There is a need for us to build sustainable communities where litter is not tolerated. 
Reducing litter through shared community, business and government action will meet 
community expectations, reduce waste and ensure Western Australians use resources 
more efficiently.

The key to ensuring success is a coordinated approach where there is improved litter 
prevention and management, achieved through combined approaches of enforcement, 
education and communication activities. 

This integrated statewide strategy with shared responsibility and action is required and 
Keep Australia Beautiful WA is well positioned to progress this for Western Australia.

CONCLUSION 
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For more information please contact:

Keep Australia Beautiful Council
Locked Bag 33
Cloisters Square  PERTH  WA  6850

Telephone:  (08) 6467 5000
Facsimile:  (08) 6467 5532
Email:  kabc@kabc.wa.gov.au
Website:  www.kabc.wa.gov.au


